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About This Software

You've tested your PC's gaming performance with 3DMark so what's next? Benchmark total system performance with PCMark
8, the complete benchmark for Windows. PCMark 8 includes five benchmark tests. Choose one that best matches your needs,

or run all five for a complete picture of your PC's performance.

PCMark 8 also includes battery life tests and new benchmarks using popular applications from Adobe and Microsoft. Each of
the five benchmarks included in PCMark 8 produces a score you can use to compare systems. Or use the detailed results from

each workload to gain a deeper understanding of system performance.

The industry standard PC benchmark test for Windows 8 and Windows 7.

Combines performance testing with battery life measurement tools.

Includes tests using popular applications from Microsoft and Adobe.

Ideal for testing the performance of SSDs and hybrid storage devices.

Five benchmark tests

Home - Common home computing tests
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The PCMark 8 Home benchmark includes workloads that reflect common tasks for a typical home user such as web browsing,
writing, gaming, photo editing, and video chat.

Creative - Demanding media and entertainment
The PCMark 8 Creative benchmark includes workloads typical of advanced users and enthusiasts who enjoy media and
entertainment content. PCMark 8 Creative includes web browsing, photo editing, video editing, group video chat, media

transcoding, and gaming workloads.

Work - Simple office productivity tests
The PCMark 8 Work benchmark test measures your system's ability to perform basic office work tasks, such as writing

documents and browsing websites.

Storage - Test SSD and HDD performance
Use the PCMark 8 Storage benchmark to test the performance of SSDs, HDDs and hybrid drives with traces recorded from

Adobe Creative Suite, Microsoft Office and a set of popular games.

Applications - Microsoft and Adobe software benchmarks
The PCMark 8 Applications benchmark measures system performance using popular applications from the Adobe Creative

Suite and Microsoft Office. You can choose which tests to run based on the applications installed on your system.

Battery life testing

The Home, Creative, Work and Applications benchmarks can be used for battery life testing. Choose Battery Life mode to loop
the benchmark to accurately measure your notebook's battery life under real-world conditions.

Key features

Complete performance measurement for your PC.

Easy to use, no technical know-how needed.

Benchmark with Adobe & Microsoft applications.*

Test your SSDs and HDDs with the Storage test.

Measure the battery life of your tablet or notebook.

Run individual workloads to fine-tune your system.

In-depth hardware monitoring graphs.

Automatically save your results offline.

*The PCMark 8 Applications test is compatible with Adobe Creative Suite 6, Adobe Creative Cloud, and Microsoft Office
2010 or later. The 3rd party applications must be installed on your system to run the Applications benchmark.
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Title: PCMark 8
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
UL
Publisher:
UL
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1366x768 resolution display

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Additional Notes: Internet Explorer 10 required. PCMark Creative test requires graphics hardware that supports all DirectX 11
features. You must have the relevant Adobe and Microsoft applications installed in order to run the PCMark 8 Applications test.
PCMark 8 is compatible with Adobe Creative Suite 6, Adobe Creative Cloud and Microsoft Office 2010 or later.

English
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DON'T BE FOOLED. Upgrade link from 3D Mark Demo to upgrade to 3D Mark Advanced Edition leads you here! I knew this
was a larger more comprehensive product, but the link made me believe that PC Mark 8 included 3D Mark, reinforced by an
erroneous link. It DOES NOT!!!! Unless you really want to benchmark your office apps, this is NOT what you are looking
for!!!!!

Did not spend a lot of time with the software as it was not what I was looking for. This is definitely not the product I thought it
was going to be.
. Having used 3DMARK extensively to benchmark my pc's, I thought PCMARK might be a natural progression in
benchmarking software. Unfortunately, PCMARK 8 proved to be an overpriced disappointment. The software offers a very
short list of benchmarks which range from somewhat useful, to downright pointless. I regret not doing more research on this
product, but atleast I bought it on sale.. Those benchmarks are to long, 90min+, each. Need a day off to run standard test.

My hardware: use i7 cpu 16gbram 3.8TB SSD and a nvidia GTX.

p.s. Steam reports that I have used PCMARK 8 for 26hours which I didn't

The same is with

I7-6800k 6 core 12 threads
64GB ram

RIP PCmark

EDIT: update. Literally only bought this for the battery life tester as it seems to be the best on the market. I'm not sure why
PCMark 10 doesn't have the battery life testing anymore. I appreciate how easy it is to test any laptop's battery on various
different tests such as light web browsing to video editing.. It is looking like a good tool for testing a computer's capabilities,
when it comes to your everyday functions, and some more interesting stats concerning storage. Plus to test applications. Was
worth the investment.

. This is quite possibly the bioggest joke I have ever had to uninstall from my pc. It's a complete rip off as it attempts to dumb
down every single result as if people building their own PC's aren't capable of consuming "grown up" statistics such as random
seek or sequential transfer rate. Oh, no. For that, you have to purchase the "professional" version which costs 995 dollars. This
has to be be, bar none, the largest waste of money you could possibly engage in on steam.

Even if your goal is to compare tuning in a specific arena- such as storage or gpu overclocking with the community, YOU
CAN'T. You can only compare "gaming scores" or some other version of a generic conglomeration of all scores put together.

COMPLETE WASTE OF MONEY- especially if your goal is to tune specific area of your pc as this software does not grant
you the insight required to do so. For example, my storage score is 5000. Ok great... that isn't helpful to me if I am attempting to
tune my filesystem to large file transfers as it provides no insight into how that score was compiled.

Not recommended.. One of the best games I've played. Highly recommended. Probably the best tool to find bottlenecks in your
system and then tweak it to perform well in all aspects of both gaming and office use. After you upload your results online the
real fun begins. Then you can compare your exact hardware with thousands of others and both make sure it is running like it
should and get ideas for how to improve performance.. It doesn't show any real metrics or stats like random read speed or files
per second, it doesn't help you to find bottlenecks. It only shows abstract conglomerate scores. Totaly useless.
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Really good benchmarking software!. A recent purchase which I thought was very good. I was after the bench mark for my
workstation.
I simply installed it and came back after lunch. As its on steam what could be easier, simply put
quick purchase, quick download followed by run the software. For a guick bench test with no
complex geeky theories , it fits the bill. Not all of us want to sit at pc's for 100's of hours bench
marking and swopping parts. Thumbs up from me tbh.. Nice benchmark. I love the 3 runs for the sake of accuracy.. This is,
without a second thought, the worst modern performance test. The tests take WAY to long (20-40 minutes) and does not
provide any useful data in the end when tweaking performance. Dont buy this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. THis
used to be available directly from the supplier. Now it has to come through Steam and that sucks, because Steam adds CPU
overhead that takes away from the test results. Not buying this ever again while it's in Steam.
Also it just gives me a number at the end that I can't use to judge whether the results are good or bad or indifferent. It's pretty
useless for me.
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